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FOREWORD

Releasing a stuck pipe by janing has been extensively used
within the petroleum Industry for a long time. However, only a few
studies have been undertaken on this subject, especially on hydraulic
jars.
This thesis presents a mathematical model for jarring process,
especially, for hydraulic jars which has never been discussed by
previous studies.
For the sake of convenience, the C-KG-S (centimeter, kilogram,
second) unit system Is used throughout this thesis. The choice of
nomenclature Is made to follow the API standard whenever feasible.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a mathematical model for simulating the
process of releasing stuck pipe (called fish) using a hydraulic jarring
string. With a few modifications, the model can also be mode to
simulate a mechanical jarring string.
To provide background material, some general theories of jarring
process are presented. The topics discussed Include: causes of pipe
sticking, description of commonly used janing strings, the restriction
principle of a piston assembly, and the basic principles and
construction of hydraulic jars and Intenslflers.
The mathematical model of the jarring process consists of three
Interconnected sub-models. They are described In detail. Including the
Initial conditions, boundary conditions and Interconnection conditions.
This model resulted In three wave equations which ore too complex to
be solved analytically. Therefore, finite difference methods are used
to solve them. The finite element discretization, time step choice and
stability are discussed. Also a brief description of the computer
programs used to solve these equations Is presented.
Results of numerical analysis and conclusions which will be
helpful to the field operators and new product d3Slgner3 ore also
presented.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

There are many causes for pipe sticking In a wellbore. A pipe con
get stuck In a cased hole or an open hole during drilling, completion,
producing or workover processes.
Releasing stuck pipe by conventional washover techniques Is
always very difficult, expensive and time-consuming. When conditions
permit the use of jarring technology, stuck fish can usually be released
faster and more economically. So far, many sticking releasing
technologies have been developed, but jarring releasing technology Is
still the most effective, time-saving and low-cost method whenever
applicable.
A survey of field application examples Indicates that about 10 to
15 percent of the tlme,^ a jarring operation Is unable to release a
stuck fish, and one has to resort to other costly operations. Of course,
some of these failures are due to unsuitable conditions, but
undoubtedly, others must be due to Improper jarring string arrangement
and/or parameter selections.
Unfortunately, only a few studies were conducted on this subject.
Especially, there appear to be no published studies that discuss the
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dynamic operation process of the hydraulic jarring. Therefore, It Is
desirable to conduct a more detailed study on this extensively used
technology to gain greater Insights and to Improve It. Some pioneer
works touched upon by this study are listed In the following:
The dynamic process of "restriction period" Is described In detail,
which Is unique for hydraulic jarring and has never been discussed In
previous works. ^
Also discussed Is how the size of drillpipe, size of collar, lift
velocity and other parameters affect the "overpull" force and Impact
force.
A finite-difference method Is Introduced to this study so that the
actual configurations of the jarring string, of the boundary conditions
and Interconnection conditions con be simulated as exactly as possible.
Without the finite-difference method, the problem will be too complex
to bear by "close form" methods.
Effects of free stroke are Included In this paper. Calculation
results show that an appropriate choice of free stroke con greatly
Improve the effectiveness of jarring.

CHAPTER 11
GENERAL THEORY OF THE JARRING PROCESS

CQM?eg Qf Pipg StlcKlng
Pipe sticking means a pipe Is stuck downhole for any reason.
There are many causes for pipe sticking, some of the more common
types being:

1. Mechanical Sticking.
2. Mud Sticking.
3. Key Seat Sticking.
4. Cement Sticking.
5. Blowout Sticking.
6. Sloughing Hole Sticking.
7. Undergauge Hole Sticking.
8. Lost Circulation Sticking.
9. Differential Pipe Sticking.

The distance from the stuck point to the top of the stuck pipe Is
called "fish height," as shown In Fig. 2-1.

Fish Head

Fish
Height
Stuck Point

Fig. 2-1
Schematic Drawing of Stuck Pipe

Jarring String
Most janing strings used for fishing consist of a hydraulic jar,
along with some drill collars to provide weight, and occasionally an
Intenslfler. Connected with the jar are the catching tools which,
according to the "fish top," could be some types of the overshot or
spear.
Each tool In the string performs some special functions and It Is
necessary that they be run In a specific sequence, as shown In Fig. 2-2.
The hydraulic jar Is used to strike a blow upward, while the
Intenslfler provides additional stored energy which helps to speed up
the travel of the drill collars when released by the hydraulic jar. It
also provides free travel which compensates for travel of the hydraulic
jar mandrel. This travel compensation prevents the work string from
being pushed up the hole, which absorbs the energy of the Impact.
The drill collars furnish the weight necessary for a solid Impact.
The weight of the drill collars run with the jarring string varies
according to the sizes of the jar used but Is also Influenced by the
depth of the fish and the free stroke.
The two Important components In the jarring string are the jar and
Intenslfler. It should be helpful that one has a clear understanding
about the basic principle and constructions of those two tools In
order to fully understand how the jarring string fulfills Its duties.

Drill Line
Drillpipe
Intensifier

Stuck pipe

Fig. 2-2
Jarring String

Basic Principle and Construction of Hgdraullc Jar
The hydraulic jar consists essentially of a mandrel and piston
assemble operating within a hydraulic cylinder, as shown In Fig. 2-3. ^^
The piston assembly Is basically composed of a piston, two piston
rings, as shown In Fig. 2-4. ^^ The grooves In which rings are Inserted
have a little larger height than the rings, allowing the piston rings to
be free to move up and down a short distance In the grooves. During the
operation, the mandrel along with the piston Is pulled up, the pressure
In the upper chamber Is larger than that In the down chamber due to the
flow restriction. This forces the rings down against the bottom of
their grooves , forming a positive metal-to-metal seal, while the
outside diameter of the piston rings Is sealed against the bore of the
middle body, forming another seal, as shown In Fig. 2-5.^° As a result,
the piston assembly Is sealed against the flow of fluid from the upper
chamber to the lower chamber, except through the gaps left In each
piston ring by which the fluid Is metered. During this process, the
upward velocity of the piston assembly, Vp, Is slowed In relation to
speed of the working string top ,Vj,.
During this process, the working string Is stretched, and an ample
quantity of the strain energy can be stored.
About half way through the stroke, the piston reaches an enlarged
section of the cylinder and Is no longer restricted thus bringing the
piston up very quickly by energy transform until the knocker strikes
the Impact shoulder, delivering the desired sharp Impact blow to the
stuck point.
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Fig. 2-3
Construction of Hydraulic Jar
(after Bowen Tools, Inc.)

Fig. 2-4
Piston Assembly
(after Bowen Tools, Inc.)
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MIDDLE BODY WALL

PISTO.N

BYPASS RELIEF

PISTON RING.

SEAL FACE

,r

POSITION OF RING

POSITION OF RING

DURING JARRING STROKE

DURING RESET STOOXE

JAR MANDREL •
UtOOLE eOOY •

X

SEAL ASSEJ.SLY

r-B
PISTON RING •

I

B

_1_£3L
- -"na A

J_1X

PISTO.N

V/ASHPIPE

Fig. 2-5
Metal-to-Metal Seal
(after Bowen Tools, Inc.)
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After Impacting, a small downward load should be applied to the
jar to close It for the next cycle. This load needs to be only enough to
overcome the friction In the seals.

Basic Principle and Construction of the Intenslfler
The Intenslfler Is an accessory run In the jarring string. When run
above the drill collar, the Impact delivered to the fish Is Increased
while most of the shock Is not relieved to the working string and the

ngThe Intenslfler Is essentially a fluid spring. It Is a cylinder tool
filled with a compressible fluid. When the working string Is pulled, a
piston In the cylinder compresses the fluid and stores up energy. When
the hydraulic jar trips, this energy Is released and speeds the
movement of the drill collars up the hole, thereby Imparting a heavier
blow.
The construction of the Intenslfler Is shown In Fig. 2-6. ^°

Simplifications on the Restriction
Function of Piston Assemblu
The piston of the jar, briefly described In the previous section. Is
functionally a flow restrictive device. The actual path of oil flowing
from the upper chamber to the lower chamber during jarring operation
Is too complicated to be described exactly by mathematical equations.
By neglecting some minor effects from the vortex, roundabout and the
changing flow directions, the piston assembly can be simplified Into a
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Fig. 2-6
Construction of Intenslfler
(after Bowen Tools, Inc.)
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device composed of two sharp-edged orifices and three sections of the
narrow annular clearance, as shown In Fig. 2-7.
In the following sections, the restriction coefficient for both
restriction constructions will be discussed first, then the total
restriction coefficient of the piston will be determined.

Restriction Principles of the Orifice
An orifice Is a sudden restriction of short length (Ideally of zero
length for sharp-edged orifices) In a flow passage. Depending on
whether Inertia or viscous forces dominate, two types of flow regime
may occur, as shown In Fig. 2-8,^ I.e., laminar flow or turbulent flow.
Several common methods can be used to establish turbulence
criteria. The most common approach Is using the Reynolds number.
The Reynolds number for an orifice Is defined as:

V - JL
A

2-2

where V Is the jet velocity at the orifice opening and D|^ Is the
hydraulic diameter of the opening.
For a circular orifice of open diameter d, the hydraulic diameter
Is D|j=d. For a rectangular slit orifice of width w and height PQ, where
w » bg, the hydraulic diameter Is defined by

14
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Fig. 2-7
Simplified Piston Assembly
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Flow through an orifice: (o) laminar flow; (6) turbulent flow.

Fig. 2-8
Flow through an Orifice
(after Wuest,W.)

2 (bo+ w)

"

Experiments and theoretical analysis Indicate that the transition
Reynolds number R^ Is 9.3 for a circular orifice and 15.1 for a
rectangular slit orifice. That means for R > R^, the flow can be treated
as turbulent.
Turbulent flow. For turbulent orifice flow, referring to Fig. 2-8b,
the fluid particles are accelerated to the jet velocity from point 1 to
point 2. The flow regime between these points Is streamline and
experience justifies the use of Bernoulli's equation In this region. The
cross sectional area of the jet stream Is smaller than the orifice open
area because the fluid particles have Inertia and are moving In a curved
path at the orifice opening. The point along the jet path where the jet
cross sectional area becomes a minimum Is called the "Vena
Contracta."^ The ratio of the stream cross sectional area at the "Vena
Contracta," A g, to the orifice area, AQ, Is called the contraction
coefficient C^, I.e.,
A2=

CCAQ

2-4

As mentioned previously, the pressure difference required to
accelerate the fluid particles from the lower upstream velocity v^ to
the higher velocity V2 can be obtained by applying Bernoulli's equation
between points 1 and 2. Therefore

17
2

2

^(Pi-Pg)

2-5

Using the continuity equation for Incompressible flow yields:

A,V, = A2V2=A3V3 .

2-6

Combining Eqs. 2-5 and 2-6 gives

2(Pj-P2)
V'> =
Np[1-(^)^]

2-7

Considering the effect of viscous friction, the actual jet velocity
Is slightly less than the theoretical value, and a correction factor, C^,
must be Introduced to account for this discrepancy. Since Q=A2V2 and
A2=CJ.AQ,

the flow rate at Vena Contracta then becomes

2 (Pj- Pj)
Q = CdAo„

Where C^, the discharge coefficient. Is given by

2-8
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Cd=-F=====

•

2-9

Since Cy= 1, and AQIS much less than A^ the discharge
coefficient Is approximately equal to the contraction coefficient, C^.
The contraction coefficients for round and slit-type sharp-edged
orifice are shown In Fig. 2-9.'
Laminar flow.

Sometimes the Reynolds number may become

sufficiently low to permit laminar flow. In the laminar regime. It has
been found that the discharge coefficient Is directly proportional to the
square root of the Reynolds number; that Is,

Cd = 5 JR" •

2-10

The factors Is called the laminar flow coefficient and Its value
depends on the orifice geometry.
Substituting Eq. 2-1 and Eq. 2-10 Into Eq. 2-8 yields

P -P
0 = 26^0^^0 - ^

•

2-11

Note that In the laminar region, the flow Is directly proportional
to pressure difference, not the square root of pressure difference as
In the case of turbulent flow.
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Fig. 2-9
Contraction Coefficients of Orifices
(after Wuest, W.)
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It has been theoretically determined^° that S Is equal to 0.2 for
sharp-edged round orifices and 0.157 for slit orifices.
For the case of sharp-edged slit orifice, substitution of 5=0.157
Into Eq. 2-11 yields
P -P
Q = 0.0986 b ^ w - ! y - 2 .

2-12

In summary, for R < R^^ the orifice flow Is laminar and the flow
rate directly proportional to pressure drop as shown In Eq. 2-12 for the
slit orifice. For R > R^ the flow Is turbulent and the flow rate Is given
by Eq. 2-8.
•

Since most of the flow regime Is laminar Inside the hydraulic jar,

only laminar flow through sharp-edged slit orifice will be considered
In this paper.

RestdctlQn PrlndPlg of th9 Annmar Clwrgnce
Figure 2-10 shows the velocity distribution of a steady state.
Incompressible Newtonian fluid flow through an annulus. It Is well
known that, when gravitational effect Is neglected, the flow rate Is
proportional to the pressure difference as shown In the following
equation.^ ^

128 )iL

'

Ln(kr)

'

2'

2-13
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Velocity
distribution

Fig. 2-10
Flow through a Cylindrical Annulus
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where
D = Inside diameter of outer pipe.
K^ r ratio of Inside diameter of outer pipe to outside
diameter of Inner pipe.
Ln = natural logarithm.

Restriction Coefficient of Piston Assembly
The following development for the restriction coefficient of the
Idealized piston assembly shown In Fig. 2-7 Is presented. The flow
equation for annular clearance, Eq. 2-13, can be rewritten as follows:

f,Q = AP,

2-14

where
A Pj = pressure drop through the annular clearance.
and,
f^= 128)iL/{tiD^I 1-Kr4+(l-kr2)2/Ln(kr)]).

Similarly, the equation for a sharp-edged orifice, Eq. 2-12, can be
rewritten as:

f3Q = AP,

2-15
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where
A Pj, = pressure drop through the orifice,
f^ = ^i (0.0986 bg^w).

For Incompressible fluid flow, the Equation of Continuity requires
that the flow rate through each point of the restriction device must be
the same. Thereby, referring to Fig. 2-7, the following can be
presented:

^iQ = PcrPc2
\Z Q = Pc3 -Pc4
^3 Q = Pc5 -Pc6
^Q = Pc2-Pc3
^Q = Pc4-Pc5.

The sum of the above five equations yields:
p
p
20.28 Qu .
rcl " ^C6 = —5
*
.2

128QM(LI*L2*

L3)
2 2

tiD^ 1-kr +
r^^
Ln(kr)
2-16

24
Noting that P^^ - P^^ Is the total pressure drop through piston
assembly, A P^, Eq. 2-16 can be rewritten as:

AP^= f,Q

2-17

where
f 0 = 20.28 )Ji/bo2 w • 128 }i(L 1 •L2*L3)/{ tiD^

From Fig. 2-11, the flow rate Q may be expressed as follows:

Q = ApAv

2-18

where
A = effective cross-sectional area of piston.
A V = piston velocity relative to cylinder.

From a force balance, the net force acting on the piston Is given
by
P -AP*A

Combining Eqs. 2-17, 2-18 and 2-19 yields:

2-19
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Pr = foAp2AV
= f L^ V

2-20

Where
^L = ^ '^'p^' ^^^ ^°^^^ restriction coefficient for the
piston assembly.

CHAPTER Ml
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE JARRING PROCESS

General Description
The jarring process begins when the working string Is lifted
while the 'stuck fish" Is firmly grasped by the catching tool at the
bottom of the working string. Functionally, the entire jarring process
can be divided Into four periods: 1) restriction period, 2) free
contraction period, 3) Impact period and 4) reset period. The reset
period simply lowers the working string to close the jar and to get
ready for the next cycle. It has nothing to do with the Impact force
and therefore will be not treated In this study.
Restriction period. During the restriction period, the working
string is lifted by the rig at some constant velocity, V|^. To simplify
the treatment, the effect of the drill line stretching will be Ignored
and the velocity at the top of the working string will be assumed to
be equal to V|,. The lift produces a tensile force at the top of the
working string and generates a tensile wave transmitting downward
along the string with a velocity V3 = (E/p )^^^ where E and p are the
Young's modulus and the density of steel. When this tensile wave
reaches the Intenslfler, It produces a lifting force acting on the
27
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piston of Intenslfler which In turn compresses the fluid In the
Intenslfler. As a result, a relative displacement between the piston
and the cylinder of the Intenslfler Is generated, which Is called the
stretching of "soft hydraulic spring." The tensile wave Is also
transmitted to the hydraulic jar to lift the jar piston. The speed of
the jar piston Vj Is controlled by the restriction coefficient and Is
much slower than V|^.
The displacement at the top of the working string, at any time t,
can be calculated as:
U^rJo^V^dt.

3-1

Similarly, the displacement at the jar piston can be calculated as:

Ub = Io*Vjdt.

3-2

Therefore, the extension of the working string, at any Instant t.
Is given by:

U = U^-U5 = Io*(Vh-Vj)dt.

3-3

This extension consists of three parts: extension of drillpipe,
U^jp, extension of collar, U^ and extension of "soft hydraulic spring,"
Uj, as shown In Fig. 3-1.
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According to the theory of elasticity, work must be done to
deform an elastic medium, and most of the work Is stored as strain
energy In the elastic medium. The strain energy for a stretched
elastic rod Is given by the following formula:

^

.EArUr

^r'-yt;:—

3-4

Where
A^ = cross-sectional area of the rod.
Lj. = length of the rod under unstrained state.
U^ = extension of the rod.
W^ = strain energy stored by elastic rod.
E = Young's modulus of elasticity.

Similarly, the strain energy of a stretched spring Is given by:

V/ =M!i

Where
K^~ spring constant.
U3= extension of spring.
WjS strain energy stored by spring.

3-5
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Using Eq. 3-4 and Eq. 3-5, the total strain energy for the working
string at any time t Is given by:

Wt = % * W d c * W»

EAddJdpo-fUdp)^
2Ld

2

•

EAc(U(|^.Q + Udc)^
2Lc

3-6

Where
K^r effective spring constant of the Intenslfler.
^dpo, % = static extension and dynamic extension of the
drillpipe.
^dco U<jc=stat1c extension and dynamic extension of the
collar.

As discussed In Chapter II, the fluid flow within the jar from the
upper chamber to the lower chamber Is restricted during the
restriction period, thereby creating a pressure difference between
these two chambers. This pressure difference produces a hydraulic
force, Pj,, acting on the cylinder of the jar, as shown In Fig. 3-2. This
P^ force pulls and stretches the stuck pipe to produce a speed V^p at
the top of the stuck pipe which Is related to the piston speed, Vp, by:
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Fig. 3-2
Hydraulic Force, P^, Pulling
the Jar Cylinder upward
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Vp- V,p = -?^ •

3-7

The displacement difference between the piston and the cylinder
Is called S^ and Is given as:

Sr = lo^ (Vp - V^p) dt.

3-8

From Eq. 3-3, Eq. 3-6 and Eq. 3-8, It Is clear that as time
Increases, the strain energy stored by the working string Increases
and so does the displacement difference, S^. As S,. Increases to a
predetermined value, the piston reaches a portion In the cylinder
where a series of Internal splines (grooves) provide unobstructed
fluid flow from the upper chamber to the lower chamber. At this
Instant, the restriction period ends abruptly and the free contraction
period begins.
Free contraction period.

If the minor fhctlonal effects from the

sealing element and the mud are Ignored, then during the free
contraction period, both the working string and the stuck pipe
behave as a free contraction of an elastic rod system under sudden
release of external force load, as shown In Fig. 3-3. From the wave
theory, the Initial free contraction speed of such an elastic rod
system Is given by:
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Fig. 3-3
Free Contraction of the Working String
and the Stuck Pipe
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- « V,

3-9

Where
c = the Initial strain of the rod.
V3 = the sound speed In steel.

From Eq. 3-9, the Initial contraction speed of the working string
Is

Vy = Cy V,

and the Initial contraction speed of the stuck pipe Is

where
^v' ^«p = ^i^^^io^ strain In the working string and the
stuck pipe, respectively.

Free contraction of the working string system will release a
compressive wave which propagates with speed V, towards the
Intenslfler-collar Interface and will be reflected there. From wave
theory, at the free surface, the shape of the reflected wave Is the
same as that of Incident signal, but Is opposite In sign. Since the
Intenslfler acts as a "soft hydraulic spring," It behaves
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approximately as a free surface boundary. Therefore, the released
compressive wave will be reflected as a similar tensile wave there.
Meanwhile, the displacements at any point of the rod Is given by

U = U,+U2

3-10

where U^ Is the displacement due to the Initial compressive wave,
and U2 Is the displacement due to the reflected tensile wave.
Since U^ = U2 at the free end, the particle displacement and
velocity will be twice their Initial value after the reflection
occurred. From Eq. 3-9, It Is known that the wave Is transmitted at
speed Vj , therefore, at time t r L j / V^, the initial compressive wave
will arrive at the Interface and be reflected there. At that Instant,
the velocity at the Interface will be 2 V^. The reflected tensile wave
will be transmitted down along the collar and at time t = 2L2/ V^, It
will reach the free end of the collar and be reflected again as a
compressive wave. Therefore, after this reflection, the velocity at
the free end becomes three times the Initial value. I.e., 3 V^.
In this manner, after every time Increment At=2 L2/ V,, the
velocity at the bottom of the collar, V|^, will be Increased by 2V^,

Vbc = Vv(2n+l)

3-11
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where

n<= — = - < n+1
2L->

The Ideal velocity time history at the bottom of the collar Is
shown In Fig. 3-4. It should be noted that while the working string Is
freely contracting, the stuck pipe Is also freely contracting with
speed -Vjp. The behavior of the stuck pipe during the free contraction
period Is like a free contraction of a rod system with one free end and
one fixed end. From wave theory, a wave will be reflected at a fixed
boundary unchanged, but with both the displacement direction and the
propagation direction reversed. Therefore, at time tsL3/ V^, the
compressive contraction wave arriving at the stuck polnt( i.e., the
fixed boundary) will be reflected without change as a compressive
wave with speed Vjp. At time t= 2L3/ V^, the reflected wave reaches
the free boundary end of the stuck pipe, and will be reflected as a
tensile wave with speed 2V3p. Together with Initial speed of -Vjp,
the resultant speed Is given as:

Vsf = 2V3P-V,p = V^p .

3-12

In this manner, the speed at the free end of stuck pipe, V^^
becomes a periodic function of period t= 2L3/ V,. This can be
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expressed as:

V3f=(-1)"'^V3p

3-13

where

n <= —7-^ < n+1 .
2L3

The Ideal velocity time history at the top of the stuck pipe Is
shown In Fig. 3-5.
As the speed, the corresponding displacements for both the
collar and the stuck pipe also continuously change with time. Since
the knocker speed Increases periodically, so does the slope of Its
corresponding displacement curve. Similarly, as the Impact shoulder
speed reverses periodically, the slope of Its corresponding
displacement curve also changes with the same periodicity. Referring
to the construction of the jar, It will be noticed that when the
difference between these two displacements Is equal to the
predetermined "free stroke" length of the jar. Impact will occur,
which completes the free contraction and begins the Impact period.
Impact period.

By examining Fig. 3-4 and Fig. 3-5, It Is noted

that the knocker speed Is much higher than the Impact shoulder speed.
During Impact, the knocker Is decelerated from V^^ to Vg2 ^^^^^ ^^^
Impact shoulder Is accelerated from Vj^ to V^j, I.e.,
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Vc2 = V e r ^ V ,

3-14

^82 = ^3,+AV, .

3-15

At the end of Impact, both the knocker and the Impact shoulder
travel with the same speed. Therefore,

V,2 = V32.

3-16

This kind of speed change generates two tensile waves: one
propagates down towards the stuck point and the other propagates up
towards the Intenslfler-collar Interface.
The Impact tensile wave In the stuck pipe takes t : L3/V3 time to
arrive at the stuck point to generate the first peak of Impact force.
In addition, during the period, L3/ V^ < t < (2L2+L3)/ V^, the "residual
wave" existed In the collar before the time of Impact will transmit
down to the stuck point to generate the second peak of Impact. This
second peak of Impact force Is usually much stronger than the first
peak and Is the major concern of the working string design.
The Impact tensile wave In the collar takes t = L2/ V^ time to
arrive at the collar-lntenslfler Interface and will be reflected there
as a compressive wave. This compressive wave will propagate
through the knocker and Impact shoulder to arrive at the stuck point
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at time t = (2L2 • L3)/ V^. Since this Is a compressive wave, its
arrival Is undesirable and will significantly reduce the tensile force
at the stuck point. All subsequent wave arrivals are of less
significant nature because they have all been reflected from the
stuck point and, thus have lost most of their energy. In summary, the
major tensile force acting at the stuck point to pull the stuck fish Is
expected to occur during the time Interval L3/ V, < t < (2L2^L3)/ V,.
According to Hook's law,

F = EAc.

3-17

The Impact force at the stuck point can be obtained as:

Fn.=AE(|-)„

3-ia

Where
(du/dx)^ = strain at stuck point.
F^ = Impact force.
General assumptions.

Due to the complexity of the jarring

string configuration and Its complicated dynamic behavior. It Is
necessary to make the following simplifying assumptions In order to
describe the whole process mathematically.
1. According to experimental study, ^ the connecting joints of
the drillpipe and collar have little effect on the dynamic behavior of
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drillpipe and collar. Therefore, the effects of these joints will be
neglected and the whole jarring string will be treated as a long.
Isotropic steel rod. Furthermore, the effective cross-sectional
areas for each segment will be calculated as follows:

Ac =-y—
^s

3-19

Ad --r-T

U

3-20

A«
' . ^
>s

3-21

^s

where
Ac* Aj, AjS cross-sectional areas of collar, drillpipe
and stuck pipe, respectively.
W^j, Wj, Wjs weights for unit length of collar, drillpipe
and stuck pipe, respectively,
y^ = gravity of steel.

2. Compared to the magnitude of the" overpull" force and the
Impact force, the friction force from sealing elements within the
working string are small, and will be Ignored.
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3. As mentioned In Chapter II, the jar piston assembly Is
considered as an Idealized flow restrictive device with three
sections of annular clearance and two sharp-edged slit orifices.
4. There are three different types of vibrations. I.e.,
longitudinal, torsional and lateral. Since the jarring process Is
principally dominated by the longitudinal vibration, the model will
be restricted to longitudinal vibrations only. The displacements
allowed are limited to extension and contraction only, without lateral
or angular movements.
5. Obviously, there are several types of frictions Involved In the
jarring process, such as fluid flow and friction between two solid
matters. It Is generally accepted that viscous friction can be
substituted with other types of frictions with reasonable accuracy.
For example, according to experimental study,^ the viscous friction
can be substituted with the equivalent damping factor given by the
following equation.

tm=(^)ln4i
V3T

3-22

'^2

where
A = cross-sectional area for the pipe tested,
a^ = Initial measurement of acceleration.
02= measurement of acceleration after time Interval
T.
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6. Compared to the working string, the drill line Is relatively
short and Its extension relatively small. For the sake of simplicity.
Its effect Is neglected and the speed at the top of the working string
Is considered Identical to the rig lifting speed during the restriction
period. It Is further assumed that the working string Is suspended In
such a way that It can move up freely, but can not move downward at
all during the free contraction period and the Impact period.
7. The Intenslfler Is considered as a "hydraulic spring," and the
extension/contraction of Its cylinder and piston are neglected.
8. The extension/contraction of the jar piston and cylinder are
neglected. The knocker Is considered to be connected to the bottom of
the collar directly, and the Impact shoulder connected to the top of
the stuck pipe directly.
With these assumptions, the jarring process Is simplified Into a
longitudinal vibration of a round rod system.
A schematic drawing of the jarring system. Including all the
basic components Is shown In Fig. 3-7 on page 50. As a function of
both time t and distance x, u represents the longitudinal
displacement of a point along the string at any given time, u, refers
to the displacement In the drillpipe section, U2 refers to the
displacement In the collar section and U3 represents the displacement
In the stuck pipe section.
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Mathematical Model of Jarring Process
Basic wave equation. The general equation of the jarring
process Is a wave equation with a fhctlonal term. It Is obtained by
summing the forces acting on a typical differential element shown In
Fig. 3-6. From a force balance. It can be shown that

PAdx|^j'.AE|^-PAB„,gdX-r„U"dx
-t*4-f;r<AE.|Hl)dx].

3-23

Since the cross-sectional area. A, and the elastic module, E, are
not functions of x, Eq. 3-23 may be rearranged Into:

PAdx^=AE-0dx-PABmgdx-f^|j'dx

3-24

Dividing both sides by pA dx leads to:

•::2
at2 "= TP "ax^ - 9Bm

PA a t .

^ ^^

since V^ = ( E/p ),^^^, Eq. 3-25 can be related as:

a^u'
•^

2 a^u*

„„ . l i L ^ '

= V3 - ^ - 9Bm

PA at

3-26
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Where
u': total displacement.
B^: buoyancy factor In mud.

Since the dynamic and static displacements are additive and this
study Is only concerned with the dynamic process, static terms will
be dropped at this point. The resulting equation Is
a^u . l y z ^ "
^mau
I P "^» i ; j • PA at '

3-27

Defining f = f„/pA and recalling f^ =(2 EA/V^^T) In (a^/aj), It
can be shown that
o
ai
f=(4)^"-r
T
Qz

3-28

Substituting Eq. 3-28 Into Eq. 3-27 yields

a^u . . , 2 a ^ u

^au

7P-Vs-^-^at

.

3-29

This Is a regular wave equation with fhctlonal term.
Dynamic model for resthctlon oehod. A dynamic model for this
pehod Is based on the process and assumptions discussed previously.
A schematic drawing for this pehod Is shown In Fig. 3-7 on page 50.
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The basic equations for each section of jarhng sthng are
similar.
For the dhllpipe section:

at^ "^8 ax2

^ at «

3-3 o

For the collar section:

^"r2
2^^^2
^"r2
•at2""'^3"a4""^2"at"-

3-3i

For the stuck pipe section:

a2ur3_

2^"r3

aUr3

= V^Taxi
T - "^3"ar.
^-^
at2 ^

3-32

since the displacements and the speeds along the sthng are
zero at t=0, the Initial conditions for this pehod are as follows:

u^k (Xfe, 0) = 0

3-33

and.
aurk(Xk^O) ^
at
'

where
k= 1,2,3.

^'^"^
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Since the effect of the dhll line Is negligible, the speed at the
top of the dhllpipe Is Identical to the hg lifting speed. I.e.,

^"ri(0. t ) .
at
^h •

3 3b

It Is also assumed that the stuck point behaves In such a way that
there Is no displacement at the stuck point until the Impact force
exceeds the stuck force. Generally, the stuck force must be larger
than the "overpull" force, otherwise, there Is no need to use jarhng.
Therefore, the stuck point can be considered as a fixed boundary point
during the resthctlon pehod,1.e.,
Ur3(l3,t) = 0 .

3-36

The connection condition at the dhllplpe-lntenslfler Intehace Is
obtained by simple force balance as follows:

EA^

y i - ' ^ k[Ur^(ll,t)-Ur2(0,t)]

3-37

ax|

where
u^,(l^,t) = displacement at the bottom of the dhllplJDe.
Up2(0'^) = displacement at the top of the collar.
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Simllahy, the connection condition at the Intenslfler-collar
Interface Is given as:

aur2(0, t )
^^2—^
= MUr^(l,,t)-U,2(0,t)l.

3-38

Also the connection condition at the stuck pipe- working sthng
Interface Is obtained by a force balance as:

EA2
^

au-9(u t )
^^ ^'
= p,
ax2

3-39

^ •

Referring to Chapter II, It can be noted that
Pr = fL ^V .

3-40

AV was defined as the relative speed between the piston and
cylinder of the jar. Therefore,

at

Substituting Eq. 3-41 and Eq. 3-40 Into Eq. 3-39 leads to:

aurzdz.t) _ . ,aur2(l2,t) aur3(o,t),
^'^z ax2
• "-^ at
" a t ^*
3-42
The connection condition at the top of the stuck pipe Is obtained
In

the same manner. It Is
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p. ^"r3<0.t)

^S

ax,

. ,aur2(l2,t)

- 'L^^at

aUr3(0,t),

at

''
3-43

Dynamic model for a free contraction oehod. Duhng the
resthctlon pehod, the working sthng and stuck pipe are bounded
together by the jar through which force and energy are transmitted.
But In a free contraction pehod, they are separated Into two
longitudinal vibration systems. Figure 3-8 shows schematically
those two systems with corresponding coordinates. For convenience,
downward displacement Is chosen as positive for the working sthng
system, and upward displacement as positive for the stuck pipe
system.
Moreover, since the ending Instant of the resthctlon pehod Is
also the beginning Instant of the free contraction pehod, we define
the Instant t=t, when the resthctlon pehod ends as the zero point of
the new time system.
Based on the above discussions, the Initial conditions can be given
as follows.
For the working sthng,

U|,(x^,0) = u^i(0,tp - u^^(x^,t,)

3-44
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Schematic Drawing of Free Contraction Pehod
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and,

U^(X2,0) = U^, (0,t,) - U^2(X2,t,)

3-45

For the stuck pipe,

u^(X3,0) = Ur3(x3,t,)

3-46

where
u^,j,Uflj: displacements duhng resthctlon pehod and free
contraction pehod, respectively.

From numehcal expehments. It has been found that compared
with the speed magnitude at the end of this pehod. the Initial speed
at the end of the resthctlon pehod Is very small. Therefore, for
simplicity. It may be assumed that the Initial speeds are zero for all
points of the working sthng and stuck pipe. I.e.,

iM^!ki'- 0
at

3-47

where
k = 1,2,3.

Keeping In mind that the fixed boundary means no displacement,
while a free boundary means no strain, boundary conditions for this
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pehod can be obtained as follows:
At the fixed end of stuck pipe,

Uf3(l3,t) = 0 .

3-48

At the upper end of the working sthng. If au^,(0,t)/ax, > =0, then
Uf|(0,t) = 0.

3-49

If au^^(0,t)/axf < 0, then It behaves as a free boundary, so
auf,(0,t)
= 0*
ax^
"

3-50

At the free boundary ends of both systems, we have

iM]2^

.. 0

3-51

ax2

i^il5(Ll2 = o.
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ax3
Following the same procedure deschbed In the resthctlon pehod,
the connection conditions for the free contraction pehod can be
obtained as follows:
EAiaUfi(li,t)
K[Ur2(0,t)-Un(li,t)]=
^ ^^^

3-53
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and.
. ,
.
.
EA2aUf2(0,t)
K[Uf2(0,t)-Ufi(l^^t)]=
^ ^^J
dX2

3-54

The basic wave equation Is still valid for this pehod.
For the dhllpipe section.

^ l - u 2 ^

,^1

at2 ""^3 ax?
'^1 at '
1
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For the collar section.
^"f2 •.2^"f2 . au^2

at2 '"^^ ax| ^2at •

3-55

For the stuck pipe section,

^"f3 ,2^"f3

,

^

at 2 •^•ax^ • 3at •
Dynamic model for the Impact pehod.
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Whenever the sum of

displacements at the free ends of both systems Is equal to the
predetermined " free stroke" length. Impact occurs. At that Instant,
the two separated systems are connected together again through the
Impact plane. Figure 3-9 shows schematically the mechanical model
for this pehod. According to the wave theory. If a wave should
encounter a discontinuity In area or In material, such as shown In
Fig. 3-10, the conditions to be satisfied are equality of force and
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particle velocity across the discontinuity plane. Therefore, at the
Impact plane, the following connection conditions are presented:

EAzaUngdzA) _ Efi^^i}m^O^)
6^2

aX3

aum2(i2,t)

aum3(o,t)

at

at
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If the Instant t=t2 when the free contraction pehod ends Is
chosen as the zero point of the new time system, then the Initial
speed and displacement at all points are equal to that of the
corresponding points at the end of the free contraction pehod. I.e.,

aumtjixk^o) ^ aun,(Xfc;2)
at

^

at

W^k'OJ = " f k ^ ' V

3-60

3-^^

where
k= 1,2,3.
u^ij: displacement for Impact pehod.

Boundary conditions at the top of the working sthng are the same
as that In the previous pehod. If aUj„^(0,t)/ax >= 0, then
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U„,(0,t) = 0

3-62

If au^^(0,t)/ax < 0, then It behaves as a free boundary, so

au^,(0,t)
= 0.
ax

3- 63

Since there Is the possibility of the Impact force exceeding the
stuck force, the boundary condition at the stuck point Is a little
different from the previous two pehods. If the Impact force Is less
than the stuck force, the stuck point behaves as a fixed boundary. I.e.,

"m3"3'« - ^ '

3-64

But If the situation Is reversed. It behaves as a boundary with an
external force, and therefore

F - EA ^""^303.t)

where
Fj! stuck force.
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The remaining connection conditions and basic equations are the
same as before. They are

^,

EAiaUmi(li,l)

Kiu.A.t)-u,2(o,t)i=
/

^;|

3.^^

V, EA2aUm2(0,t)

KlUml(li,t)-U^2(0,t)]=-^lJS2

3.g7

For the dhllpipe section,

av2

-V3

- ^

fi

^^
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For the collar section,

^^"m2<X2.t)

at2

2^^"m2(X2.t)

'^3

Sr|

^Um2(X2.t)

^2

at
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For the stuck pipe section.

a2um3<X3.0 ..7^^"m3<X3.t)

at2

"^«

aiT""^

^ ^Um3<X3.t)

^^

at
3-70
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Impact Force
Impact force Is defined as the force acting on the stuck point
duhng the Impact pehod. According to Hook's law. It can be
calculated from the following equation:

F,=

EA3^V^3.t)
ax3

Where all terms have been previously defined.
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE JARRING PROCESS

General Deschptlon
The equations constituting the mathematical model of jarhng
process are too complex to be solved analytically. Some
approximations are needed to put the equations Into a form amenable
to computer solution. Such a set of equations Is called a numerical
model.
The basic Idea of a numehcal model Is to replace the ohglnal
problem by another problem which Is easier to solve and whose
solution Is In some sense a close approximation to the solution of the
ohglnal problem.
There are two conventional approximation methods. I.e., the
finite-element method and the finite-difference method. In this
study, the latter Is chosen.
In the finite-difference approach. Instead of trying to find a
continuous, sufficiently smooth function which satisfied the
differential equations, we seek only an approximate solution at a
finite set of discrete points, XQ x,, X2

x^. The differential

equations are replaced by a set of algebraic equations which relate
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approximate values of the solution at x^ to other points. These
equations are called the finite-difference equations. With them, the
differential equation problem Is reduced to an algebraic problem. The
process of obtaining the finite-difference equations Is called
"discretization."
Generally, three steps are Involved In solving a practical problem
using numehcal methods.
First of all, depending on the boundary conditions, an approphate
ghd system Is chosen. Then, finite-difference equations are
obtained by "discretization" In space and In time. Finally, the
convergence and stability problems are examined to ascertain that
the numerical solution does provide a reasonably accurate
approximation. I.e., vehfy the validity of the numehcal model.
The following sections are mainly concerned with these three
problems.

Ghd Constructions
A ghd system of N points can be constructed basically In two
ways.
The point disthbuted ghd. As shown In Fig. 4-1, the first and
the last ghd points are placed at x= 0, and x = L, respectively, and the
remaining points are placed uniformly among them. The block
boundahes are placed midway between two neighboring ghd points.
With this method,the space step Is Ax = L/N and the mass of each
block Is m = pAxA except for the block on the boundahes which will
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Fig. 4-1
Point Disthbuted Ghd System
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have a mass of m = pAxA/2. The mass mathx for this ghd system is:

/ J.
2

M - P A AX

4-1

Block-central ghd. As shown In Fig. 4-2, the total length, L Is
divided Into N -»-l equal blocks, and the ghd points are located at the
center of each block. The length of each block Is equal to Ax = LAN
*\). The mass mathx of this ghd system Is:

M - P A AX

4-2"*
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AX =

Fig. 4-2
Block Central Grid System
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Discretizations
When a function u of x, and Its dehvatlves are single-valued,
finite, and continuous. It can be expressed In Taylor's sehes as:

u (x*h)=u(x)+hu*(x)+ ^ h2 u"(x) • ^ h' u"'(x)+

4-3'^

u (x-h)=u(x)-hu'(x)+ -^ h2 u"(x) - ^ \? u" (x)+

4-4-

Addition of Eqs. 4-3'" and 4-4'" yields

u(x+h) • u(x-h) = 2u(x)+h2u"(x) + 0(h'*)

4-5'"

where O(h^) means terms with order of magnitude higher than h^.
Rearrangement of Eq. 4-5 gives:
,„ . u (x+h) - 2 u(x) + u (x-h) ^,. 2v
u (x) =
T
•O(h').
h2

4-6'
^ 0

Subtraction of Eq. 4-4'" from Eq. 4-3'" gives:
..., , u (x+h)-u(x-h) ^,. 2x
u'(x) =
• 0(h ' ) .
2h

From Eq. 4-3'", we have

4-7'
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^.^^^^u(x.h)-u(x)

^^^^j^
4-8'"

Similarly, from Eq. 4-4'", we have

u'(x) = " ^ ^ > - " < ^ - ^ ^ 0 ( h ) .

4-9'

Equations 4-7*", 4-8'" and 4-9*" are, respectively, called the
central-difference approximation, the forward-difference
approximation and the backward-difference approximation.
Consider a uniform, point disthbuted grid system with points at
XQ, x^

Xjj, where XQ = 0 and X^^ = L.

If the step size along x axis Is defined as:

h=><i+i-xi=-|;-

4-10-

then
u^ = u(x^) = u(1h)
u^^, =u(x,+h) = ul(1+l)h]
u^., = u(x^-h) = u[(1-l)hl.

Substitution of these notation Into Eqs.4-6'", 4-7'", 4-8'" and
4-9'" gives:
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"l=

-^—r^—^•0(h2)
h2

4-13

u*

Ui.,-

u. r «JL1J—IL + o(h)
^
h
^ ^
Ui -

Ui

"1= —!

4-14-

«

i=^ + 0(h)

4-15-

h
u;=

"1^1" " H
2h

,o(h2)

4-16'

where 0(h), 0(h2) are called the discretization error. If these error
terms are negligible, then

-

"HI-2U^^U^.,

1

-J^—
h
Ui..-

Ui=—^^J

u;=

Ui-

"'

4-17'

Ui

L

u

"H

u; = " i * i ~ " ' - '
2h

(forward)

4-18'

(backward)

4-19'

(central)

4-20'
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The discretization In time axis Is similar to that In space axis.
First of all, let us discretize the time coordinate into time steps At,
and seek numehcal solution only on discrete levels tg = 0, t^ = At, - "
• •, t^ = nAt,

Then defining Uj = u(ti) = u(jAt), and using the

same method as In the space discretization, we have

U j . . - 2U4 + U4 ,

At2

"j=

"1+1- "1
^\
At

(forward)

4-22'

Uj= —^
'-^
^
At

(backward)

4-23'

„'
^

(central).

4-24'

U4- U

"J4i-"l-i
2At

Suppose u Is a function of x and t, then by defining u(1,j) =
u(1h,jAt) = u(x^,tj), we can approximately express the first order and
second order dehvatlves of u as follows:
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ru
dx2

u(H1,j)-2u(1.j)*u(1-1J)

4-25'

AX2

"

f^=""^'f;"^''^^

(forward)

4-26-

i u ^ u(l.))-u(l-1.))

(backward)

4-27"

dx

AX

ij^uOiyh^

(central) 4 - 2 8 -

d£U ^ U(l.M)-2(l.j)^U(l,i-l)
dt^

At^

au

u(l.J*1)-u(1,J)

dt •

dt

(forward)

4-30"

At

au.. u(1.J)-u(1.]-1)
dt "
At
au

^.^g.

u(1.i*1)-u(1J-1)

(backward) 4 - 3 r

(„„t„,)

2 At

Depending on the choice of time step, there are two basic types
of finite-difference schemes used extensively, I.e., the explicit
scheme and the Implicit scheme.
By the forward difference, we can express the first order
derivatives as follows:
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,dUv u(U^1)-u(1,j)
(—)
r
^t ^=
At

4-32'"

.iu.
u(1,j)-u(1,j-l)
^t(-^At
*

4-33'"

and

Hence

(IfiL) _ u ( 1 , j H ) - 2 u ( l j ) ^ u ( u - i )

4.34.

Simllahy, the space dehvatlves are given as:

.iu.v. u(1H,j)-u(1,j)
^dxV
AX

.a^u

Sx2V

--.

u(Ul,j)-2u(1,j)^u(1-1,j)

AX2

The finite-difference equations can be solved explicitly for
u(1,j+1) In term of u(1,j) and u(1,j-1). Therefore, It Is called an
"explicit" scheme.
On the contrary, If the first order dehvatlves are approximated
by the backward-difference, then
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(iu)

= "0J^1)-U(1,j)

at t + At"

^,3^.

At

(f) = JMJiHi:!!
^M

4-38-

At

(iil)

. u(1JH)-2u(1j)4.u(ij-i)

at2 t + At"

A^2

4-39'"

and the space dehvatlves are given as:
(iu)

riiuv
f

. u(1H,jH)-u(1JH)

_ u(1H,jH)-2u(1,jH)^u(1-1,]H)

) . =
ax^ t+At

'

^T
Ax2

^

. .,,
. 4-41

In this case, the finite-difference equations must be solved
simultaneously for the values of u j ^ ^. Therefore, It Is called an
"Implicit" scheme.

NumerlgQl tlodg] for Eogh Stib-prgcgg?
To facilitate the model set-up, the following choices are made In
this study.
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1). The point disthbuted grid system Is used In en attempt to
deschbe the boundary conditions and the connection conditions more
accurately.
2). Due to the complexity of the boundary conditions and the
connection conditions, the Implicit scheme Is almost Impossible.
Therefore, the explicit scheme Is used In this study.
3). Central difference Is used for better accuracy.
Finite-difference model for the restriction oehod. Figure 4-3
shows schematically the mechanical model In this pehod.
The Initial conditions of Eq. 3-33 are:

Ur,(1,0)=0

1 = 0,1,2,- • n ,

4-1

\1^2^\fi) =0

1 = 0,1,2,

4-2

Ur3(1,0) =0

1 = 0,1,2,- -nj .

•nj

4-3

From Eq. 3-34, except at x, = 0, we have

"rl((1J)-"rl(«^) . Q
At

4-4

I.e.,
u^,(l,1)=0

1 = 1,2,

n,

Ur20J)=0

1 = 0.1,2,' • n j

Ur3(1,l)=0

1=0,1,2,- • nj .

4-5
4-6
4-7
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Uri (0J)= jAtVj^

0
1

ur\

Ur 2

T
i

n2-1
n2

0
1

U rZ

ZM:^

n3-t
n3

Ur3(n3J)=0

Fig. 4-3
Finite-difference Model for Restriction Period
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Equation 3-35 gives:
"n(0,J)-Ur,(0J-l)
At

=
V.
• ^h

4-8

I.e.,
U,,(0,j) = VhJAt

4-9

where
)= 1,2,3

Referhng to Eqs. 3-30, 3-31 and 3-32, the finite-difference
approximations for the basic equations are as follows:
For dhllpipe section,
Uri(1JH)^Uri(1,j-1)-2Uri(1J)
(At)2
Vtf[Uri(Ul,j)^u(1-1,j)-2u(1,j)l
(AX)2

fl[Uri(1J^1)-Uri(1J-1)]
2At

I.e.,

4-10
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"ri(i,JH) =

L__
1+
1 -11=1.
2

[e,uri(1*l,j)

+ B,Uri(1-1,j) + (-2ei+2)Urt(1.J)

-Uri(1,J-1) ( 1 - ^ ) 1 -

4-11

For collar section,

Ur2(1,J*1) =

^—-

[82Ur2(1*l,J)

2~
* 82Ur2(1-l,j)*(-282+2)Ur2(1,j)

-Ur2(1,1-1) ( 1 - ^ ) 1 .

4-12

For stuck pipe section,

Ur30,J+1) =

T - T — l93Ur3(1 + 1,J)
1+ '3
2

• e3Ur3(1-l,J)+(-2e3+2)Ur3(1,J)

-Ur3(1,J-l) ( 1 - ^ ) 1

4-13
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where

k= 1,2,3.

At 1=n^,Eq. 4-10 gives:

Uri(niJH) =

^^^^

l8iUri(n,H,j)

2
• 8,Urt(nt-1,j) + (-28i+2)Uri(n,,j)

-Uri(n,,j-1)(1-il4^)].

4-14

The n^+l block Is an Imaginary block created to handle the
boundary conditions, as shown In Fig. 4-4.
Referring to Eq. 3-37, the boundary condition at x,=l,. In term of
the central difference scheme can be whtten as:
Uri(ni-1J)-Uri(ni + 1,j)
EA^-ii—L-ii
n_L-Li=K[(Uri(n,,j)-Ur2(0,j)] .
2 AX)

4-15
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0

t

•

Dhllpipe
•

•

•

•

n,-l

•

maginary Block

"l

i

-j

1

^^y^

1

J

Fig. 4-4
Imaginary Block at the Boundary
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Solving for u^,(n, + 1,j):

2KAX
Uri(n,HJ)=Uri(npij)..£^[(u,,(n,j).Ur2(0,j)l.
4-16
Substitution of Eq. 4-16 Into Eq. 4-14,

un(n,j.i)=—^((u,,(n,j-l)(1-Ml)

•Uri(n,-l,j)28j + Uri(n,,j)(2-28,-2KKi)
2KK,Ur2(0,j)l

4-17

where
'

A|PAX^

At1 = 0,Eq. 4-12 gives:

"'^2(0jH)=-^L_[e2Ur2(l,j)^92Ur2('1,J)
'*

2

*(2-282)Ur2(0,j)-Ur2(0,j-l)(1--^)] .

4-18

Referring to Eq. 3-38, the connection condition at the top of the
collar can be expressed as:

EA2"-^^;''i^;"-^^^'J^k[un(n,,l)-Ur2(0,l)l,

I.e.,
Ur2(-1,J)= ? ^

lur,(n, ,J) -Ur2(0,J)l +Ur2(l.J).

4-19

EA2

Substitution of Eq. 4-19 Into Eq. 4-18,

Ur2(0,j.l)=-^^I.Ur2(0,J-l)(l--^)

•Ur2(lJ)282+Ur2(0,j)(2-82-2KK2)

'2KK2Uri(ni,j)l

4-20

where
KK2 =

(At)2K
A2PAX2

At 1 = n2,Eq. 4-12 gives:

U r 2 ( n 2 j + 1 ) = — j - r r [82Ur2tn2+lj)+92Ur2(.n2-1 J )
1 + -i2—

f2At
(2-282)Ur2(n2,J>-"r2(n2j-l)0—Y"^'
4-21
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From Eq. 3-42, the connection condition at the bottom of the
collar can be whtten as:

JA2_ Iur2tn2+1,j)-Ur2(.n2-1,J)
2AX2

s J i - U r 2 ( n2j^1)-Ur2( n2j-1)-Ur3(0J+1)+Ur3(0J-1)I,
2 At

I.e.,
Ur2Cn2+1J) = 7 l ^ I u r 2 ( n 2 J + l ) - U r 2 ( n 2 l - l )
EA2At
'
-Ur3(0,J+l)+Ur3(0,]-l)I + Ur2tn2-1.j).
4-22

Combining Eq.4-21 and Eq. 4-22,

Ur2(n2j+1)=—j^{XA2lur2(n2,J*l)-Ur2(n2,j-l)
1+ ^ j -

-Ur3(0,J+1)+Ur3(0,j-l)l*2e2Ur2Cn2-l,j)

+ (2-2e2)Ur2(n2,J)-Ur2(n2,J-')<'--^^))
4-23
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AtX3 = 0,Eq. 4-13 gives:

Ur3(0J*1)=-—!—-I93Ur3(.lJ)*83Ur3HJ)
2
+ (2-283)Ur3(0j)-Ur3(0J-l)(1-li^S].
4-24
From Eq. 3-43, the connection condition at the top of the stuck
pipe can be expressed as:
:^IUr3(-1J)-Ur3(1J)l=77:lUr2(n2j*1)
2 AX3
2 At
-Ur2(n2j-l)-Ur3(0J+l)+Ur3(0J-l)l,
I.e.,
" r 3 H J ) = -^^Iur2(n2j+l)-Ur2(n2j-l)-Ur3(0J*1)
tA3Al
•Ur3( 0,1-1)1 •UrstlJ)
where
u^3(-1,j) Is a Imaginary block.
Substituting Eq. 4-25 Into Eq. 4-24,

4-25
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"r3<0,]+1) = ——-{2e3Ur3C1J)*XA3lUr2tn2j+l)

-Ur2( n2J-1) -Ur3( 0J+1)+Ur3( 0 J - l ) l

(2-283)Ur3(0j)-Ur3(0J-l)(1-Ii^S)
4-26
From Eq. 4-26,

Ur3(0J+1)(U i i ^ ^ XA3)={283Ur3t1,j)

• XA3Ur2(.n2j*l) + XA3Ur3(oj-l)-XA3Ur2tn2j-l)

+ (2-283)Ur3(0,j)-Ur3(0J-l)(1--^S).

4-27

From Eq. 4-23
Ur2tn2j+l)(l+-^^-XA2)=-XA2Ur3(0J+1)

-XA2Ur2Cn2j-l)+XA2Ur3(0j-l) + 282Ur2tn2-1J)

j^At
2

+ (2-282)Ur2("2j)-Ur2(n2j-l)(1--^^*) .

4-2 8
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Summing up Eq. 4-27 multiplied by (1 + f2 At/2 - XA2) and Eq.
4-28 multiplied by XA3 gives:

"•'3^^'^*^'=^lB2Ur3t1J)+B3Ur2(n2j-l)

+ B4Ur3(0J-1) + B5Ur3(0,j)

•B6Ur2(n2-1J)*B7Ur2(n2j)l

4-29

Where

foAt

f^At

Bl-(1*-V-XA2)(1*^*XA3)

B2-283(l + ^ - X A 2 )

B3 -XA3( 1 + -^-XA2)-XA3XA2-XA3(1-IS^)

B4- XA3( l + ^^-XA2)+XA3XA2

f^At

fxAt

-(1*^-XA2)(1-^)

'^^k

AXkPAk
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B s - (2-283)(1 + ^ 2 ^ - X A 2 )

B6-282XA3

B7-(2-282)XA3.

From Eq. 3-36, the boundary condition at the stuck point can be
whtten as:
Ur3(n3,j) = 0 .

4-30

Using Eqs. 4-1 to 4-30, the values of u^|^(1,j'^1) can be solved In
terms of the values at the previous two time steps. These recursive
solutions are continued till the end of the resthctlon pehod.
Finite-difference model for the free contraction oehod. A
schematic drawing for this pehod Is shown In Fig. 4-5.
Referhng to Eqs. 3-55, 3-56, and 3-57, the finite-difference
approximations for the basic equations duhng this pehod are as
follows:

"fl(< J*^) =

T A T " l0i"fl(^*^'J>^^l"fl^^"^'l^

+ (-28i*2)u^,(1, j ) . und J-1 ) ( 1 - ^ ) ]
2
4-31
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-1

0

;T:

Ufl(OJ) = 0

pr77
1

u fi

Of-

^ f l ( - l J ) = U^,(|J)

u f2
r\2- 1
Ho^

* • *

:-!

0
1
U

Uf2^''2"^>J>=^2^"2"^'J^

^ f 3 ( - ^ j ) = ^f3(1j)

f3

y/^//

n3-1
n3

^f3("3J) = o

Fig. 4-5
Finite-difference Model for
Free Contraction Pehod

^IJ'
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where
1 = 1,2

n,.

Uf20.M)=—p;^Y~'Q2"f20^1J)
2
• 82Uf2(1-1,j) + (-282+2)U^2(M>

-Uf2(1J-1) ( 1 - ^ ) 1

4-32

where
1 = 0,1,2,

"f3(^J*^) =

n2.

7;At~^^3"f3(<*1J)
]*
1

-IK

2
• 83Uf3(1-1,j)+(-283f2)U^3(1J)

-Uf3(1,j-1) ( 1 - ^ ) 1

Where
1=0,1,2,

nj.

4-33
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From Eqs. 3-44 and 3-45,

Uf,(1,0) = u,,(0,t,)-u,,(1,t,)

1=0,1- - n , .

Uf2(1,0) = Ur,(0,t,) - Ur20.t,)

1= 0,1 • • • • n2.

From Eq. 3-46,

Uf3(1.0) = Ur3(0,t,)
where
1=0,1 ••••n3

From Eq. 3-4 7,

u^^(1,1) = u^,(1,0)
u^2(1J) = Uf2<lO)
u^(1,l) = u^(1,0).

Referring to Eq. 3-48, the finite-difference equations for the
fixed boundahes of the stuck pipe can be whtten as:

u^3(n3,j) = 0 .

4-34
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Referhng to Eq. 3-49 and Eq. 3-50, the boundary condition at the
upper end of the working sthng can be expressed as follows:

lfu^,(l,J)>=u^,(0,j)then
U|^(0,j+1) = 0 .

4-35

lfu^^(1,j)<u^,(l,J),then
Uf,(lJ) = u^,(-1,j).

At 1=0, Eq.4-31 gives:

V^'^*^^=

r;j;7-l28,u^^(lj)*(2-28,)u^^(0,j)
1. '
2
ffAt
- U^,(0,j-1)(1~^)l.
4-35'

For the free boundahes shown In Fig. 4-7, referhng to Eq. 3-51
and Eq. 3-52 gives:
Uf2("2^1j) -Uf2^"2"^]) .
2 AX2

I.e.,

0,
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similarly,
Uf3(-1,j)-Uy3(1J)
2 AX2

0;

I.e.,
Uf3(-1,j) = u^(l,j).

4-37

At 1 = n2, Eq. 4-32 gives:

"f2(n2j*^)=^rxr
1* V

l82Uf2(n2+1,j>*e2U^Cn2-l,j)

(2-282)Uf2(n2,J)-Uf2(n2j-l)f^--^>l
4-38
Substituting Eq. 4-36 Into Eq. 4-38, the finite-difference
approximation at the free end of the collar Is as follows:

Uf2(n2j^l)=

[282Uf2(n2-1,j)
1 + -^-—

+ (2-282)Uf2(n2j)-Uf2(n2j-l)(1-^)I
4-39
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Combining Eq. 4-37 and Eq. 4-38, the finite-difference
approximation at the free end of the stuck pipe can be whtten as:

" f 3 ( 0 j H ) = — 1 ^ ^ ( 2 8 3 U^3(.lj)*Uf3( 0JX2-283)

-Uf3(0J-l)(l--^^)l.

4-40

The connection conditions at the Intenslfler-collar Intehace and
the Intenslfler-dhllpipe Intehace are similar to those In the
resthctlon pehod. Combining Eqs. 3-53, 3-54, 4-31 and 4-32 gives:
"n(ni,J+1)=—^I-un(ng.i)(l--^)*28,u^,(npiJ)
^^2
^Uf^(n,J)(2-28r2KKp+2KKiUf2(0,j)]

4-41

and

"^2(0JH)=—j^[-U^2(0J-l)(1--^>*282U^2(lJ>
+ Uf2(0J>(2-82-2KK2)+2KK2Ufi(n^J)l.

4-42

Using Eqs. 4-31 to 4-42, the values of u^jj(1,j+1) can be solved In
terms of the values at previous two time steps. These
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recursive solution are continued till the end of the free contraction
pehod.
Finite-difference model for the Impact pehod. A schematic
drawing for this pehod Is shown In Fig. 4-6.
Referhng to Eqs. 3-68, 3-69 and 3-70, the basic
finite-difference equations can be expressed as:

Umid J*1)=—T-TT- l8Umit1 + 1j)*eiUmit1-1J)

+ (2-28i)Umi(1 J ) - U m i ( l j - 1 ) 0 - ^ ) 1
4-43
Umz^ J H ) =

_1

I

.

l82Um2(1 + l,j)+62"m2(1-lJ)

2
f2At
•(2-282)Um2(1,J>-"m^1,J-^)<l—2 ^'
4-44

"m3(M*^'=—f^rr

l83"m3(1*1J>*S3"m3(MJ)

+ (2-283)Um3(1,J)-UmiCl,J-l)0-^>l
4-45
From Eq. 3-61,
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"ml(0,j) = 0

Impact plane

or
u
EA

m3

(n3-Lj)-u

m3

(nsHJ)

AXT

Fig. 4-6
Finite-difference Model for Impact Pehod

= F.
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U„,(1.0) = U^,(1.t2)

1=0,1 — n ^

U„2(1,0) = U„(1,t2)

1=0,1 — n 2

"m3<«.0) = "f3(».4>

1=0,1 — n 3

From Eq. 3-60,

u^,(1,1) = u^,(1,0)W^,(1,t2)

where
V^(1,t2) = dU^(1,t2)/^t
k= 1,2,3.

The finite-difference equations for the upper end of the working
sthng are similar to those In the free contraction pehod,

1fu^i(1,j)>=u„,(0,j)then

u^,(OJ*l) = 0

1^u^,(lJ)<u„,(1,j),then

4-46
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"ml(^J) = Uml(-^J)-

4-46a

At 1 = 0, combination of Eqs. 4-43 and 4-46a gives:

""«^''^*'^= ~,^_!ir'2BlVlJ)*(2-2e,),^,
- f i i r ' 2 ^ 1 V''J> *(2-2e,)u fo,j)
2
ftAt
-U^(0,J-1)(1-!^)1.

4.46-

As mentioned In Chapter III, the boundary conditions at the stuck
point are a little bit more complicated. If the Impact force Is less
than or equal to the stick force, Eq. 3-64 gives:

"m3{"3'J) = ^ •

4-47

If the Impact force Is larger than the stick force, Eq. 3-65 gives:

F, . E A , ( W " s - ^ J ^ - W n 3 H . J )
3
2 AX3
''

4.43.

I.e.,
,\
Um3(n3+1,J)

2Fft AXT
-V
^^•Um3(n3-1,J).

4-49"
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At 1 = n3, Eq. 4-45 gives:

Um3("3J*l)=—^

I83"m3(n3*1,j)+93"m3(n3-1j)

fxAt
+ (2-283)Um3(n3j)-u^3(n3j.i)(1-^)].

4-50*

Substituting Eq. 4-49' Into Eq. 4-50' gives:

Um3("3j^l)=-^[283U.3(n3Hj)-^^^
^*

2

'

+ ( 2 - 2 8 3 ) U m 3 ( n 3 j ) - U m 3 ( n 3 j - 1 ) ( 1 - ^ )J.

4-51'

Referring to Eqs. 3-66 and 3-67, connection conditions In this
pehod can be expressed as:
1

fiAt

^m^(\i*^)-—7;^['^^i^(''\^'^)(^''^

+ (2-2e,-2KK,)Um,(1,J)*2KK,Um2(o,j)I

4-48

and

1+-2-—
• (2-2e2-2KK2)Um2(0,J)*2KK2Umi(nt,j)I.

4-49
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The finite-difference equations for the Impact point are deduced
as follows:

From Eq. 3-58,
PA.("m2("2H,i)-u,^n2-1J)^^^^^u,n3(-lJ)-Ums(lJ)^
^ AX2
2 AX3
'
I.e.,
..

.

ATAXO

.

AvAXo

" ' " 2 ( V l J ) - 7 ^ " m 3 ( - l J ) = Um2(n2-l,j)-Um3(l,j)-j}^
4-50

Equation 3-59 gives:
"m2("2J^O-"m2("2J-1) , "mstO J-l)-Um3(0, j H )
2 At

•

2 At

I.e.,

"m2M*^) = U„,2("2'J"^)*W^'J-^J"W^'J*'> •
Atl = n2,Eq. 4-44 gives:

4-51
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Uin2(n2,J*l)=—^
'

l82"fn2(n2+1,P*62Um2(n2-lJ)

2

f^At
+ (2-2e2)Um2(n2,j)-U„B(n^j-l)(1--^ )1

4-52
From Eq. 4-45,

Uin3(0, J*1 > = — ^

I83 u,„3( 1^ p+e, u,„3(.i,J)

•(2-2e3)Um3(0,j>-Um3(0,j-l)(l-^)l4-53
Substituting Eq. 4-51 Into Eq. 4-52 gives:
. f2At
' 2
IUm2("2,J-l)*u„3(0j-1)-u„3(0,]*1)l(
g
)

= "n)2("2*'J>*"n>2("2-1,J)*(%^°^ )"in2("2,i>

h

f2&t
-UnE(n2j-l)—g

2

4-54
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From Eq. 4-53,

Um3(0,j-1)(W-^)=83Um3(lj>+83U„»3(HJ)
*(2-283)U„,3(0j)-U„»3(0j-l)(1-^).
4-55

Multiplying Eq. 4-55 by A3AX2/AX3A283 gives:
..

fxAt

ATAX,

ATAX,

A3AX2 .. ,_ . , „ , f3At

I^Wo,J-i)o- — ) •
4-56

Subtracting Eq. 4-56 from Eq. 4-54 gives:

Um2("2j-1)(—r^)*um3(0j-1)(—r^)

-u.3(o,M)(-^)*a*-^)(^^)i
2-28?
= Um2(f^2+1J>*"m2(n2-1J)*—e-^"m2(n2j>
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,.i2Ai
.u„2(n^j.,X_^)-^u,3(l,j>
^%^^2

/

..

ATAXO

• A ^ ""^3(-l J > - 1 5 ^ ( 2 - 283)U„3(0, j)
A^AX^ ,

U^X

^^J^^'-V^^-ns^^^.H)-

4-57

Substituting Eq. 4-50 Into Eq. 4-57 gives:

Um3(0, j*l)= I — ^ J T " ^
'*

9
Bj

1
Utt
2

A, AX,
AX3A2e3

X{Um2(n2,J-lX-8^*—^)

- . ^ o , ) - i ) ( ^ - ( i - ^ ) ( ^ ) )

2-289
,
A,AX,
2Um2(n2-l, J)-Uin2(n2, j)( —g-^)+Un)3<'. J)(2 x ^ >

*u„3(0,JX2-2e3)^^}

4-58
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Eq. 4-58 multiplied by 62 and after rearrangement yields

"'^^•^*''= ' — K T i — ^ — m — T T S - l

0.i2|l,.(,.Ml)(^^>'
M2u„2(n^j-l)*u„3(0J-1)[1-f2|i-(l-Mlx^3),

-292Um2(n2-l,J)-(2-2e2)Um2(n2j >

*Um3( 1 J ) ( 2 e 3 ^ 2 ^ ) *(2-2e3)Um3(0,j)j2^ . 4.59
Defining

^ ' % , i 2 A l . „ , M t . AjA)^
'
2 ^' 2 ' AX2A2

83=2-282
^e^AjAXj
^ ' AX2A2
A.AX,
M2-293)(-^)
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then

Um3(0J+1)=Bt{2Um2(n2j-l)+B2Um3(0j-1)

-282Um2(n2-1,j)-B3Um2(n2j)+B4Um3(1,j)

B5"m3(0J))

4-60

Referhng to Eq. 4-51, we have

Um2(n2J+1>=Um2(n2,j-l)+Um3(0j-1)-Um3(0j*1)- 4-61

Using Eqs. 4-43 to 4-61, the values of u^,^(1,j+l) for k= 1,2,3 can
be solved In terms of the values at the previous two time steps.
These recursive solutions are continued till the end of the Impact
pehod.
Impact force and displacement at the stuck point. If the Impact
force Is larger than the sticking force, the displacement at the stuck
point Is calculated from Eq. 4-51'. If the Impact force Is less than or
equal to the stick force, then the Impact force is calculated as
follows:
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At block n3, Eq. 4-45 gives:

U m 3 ( " 3 j H ) = — i _ [83Um3(n3 + 1j)+83Um3(n3-lJ)

(2-283 )Um3(n3j)-Um3(n3j-1 ) ( 1 - ^ ) I '
4-62
Since there Is no displacement at the stuck point. I.e.,

W " 3 J * ^)="m3("3'3)=Wn3'J-^> = ^ •

4-62'

Substituting Eq. 4-62' Into Eq. 4-62 gives:

Wv^'J) = -W"3-^J'

4-63

From Eq. 3-69,

-

p.

Ums(n3-iJ)-Um3(n3H,j)

Combining Eq. 4-63 and Eq. 4-64, the Impact force can be whtten
as:
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Fm-EAsWVlJ) .
AX3

4-B5

Discussions on CQnvftrf|ftnrt> ^nd Stablllti)
According to the numehcal analysis theory, some conditions
must be satisfied In order to make the solution of the
finite-difference equations a reasonably accurate approximation to
the corresponding partial differential equations. These conditions are
associated with two different but Interrelated problems. I.e., the
convergence and the stability.
Generally, a difference operator Is said to be convergent If Hell
approaches zero as h approaches zero, where h Is the space step and e
Is the discretization error.
Stability means that any errors Introduced at some stage of the
computation do not amplify duhng the subsequent computations.
The direct proof of convergence Is usually quite difficult for the
majohty of practical problems but there are some relatively simple
methods for the Investigation of stability. Therefore, we often
bypass the convergence problem by using the Lax's Equivalence
Theorem, which states that:
For a consistent approximation, stability Is a necessary and
sufficient condition for convergence.
Therefore, to vehfy the validity of a consistent difference
operator. It Is sufficient to prove Its stability. We will discuss the
stability of the finite-difference scheme used In this study.
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Rearrangement of the basic finite-difference equation gives:

iAt

( 1 * - ^ ) u ( l , j H ) = 8 u ( i n j ) ^ 8u(1-1J)
2
fAt

(-28+2)u(1 J ) - u ( 1 J - 1 ) ( l - - ^ ) .

4.gg

Equation 4-67 can be whtten In mathx form as:

(1 • fAt/2) Uj^I = B Uj - (1 - f At/2) Uj.,

4-67

where

2-28

6

8

2-28

8

B =
8

2-28

Is a N-by-N thdiagonal Toepllte mathx.
Now, let us Introduce some errors Into the Initial vector UQ SO
that the perturbed Initial vector Is U'Q = UQ • Eg. Let us also assume
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that the rest of the calculation Is performed without errors. Then the
solution at time step j will be

Uj = Uj*E,.

Substituting this Into Eq. 4-67 gives:

(l^f At/2)(Uj^,+Ej^,) = B(Uj+Ej)-(l-fAt/2)(Uj.,+Ej.,).

Referhng to Eq. 4-67, we have:

(Uf At/2)Ej ^, = BEj -(1 -fA t/2)Ej.,.

4-68

To make the solution stable, there must be

Ej.l <= Ej-1.

Substituting It Into Eq. 4-64 gives:

(1 +f At/2)Ej+, + (1 -fAt/2)Ej^, <= BEj,
I.e.,
Ej.i <= B E / 2 .

4-69
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Successive reduction of time step gives:

E„ <= (B/2)" EQ .

4-70

According to the definition of stability. In order that the
solutions be stable, IIE^JI must be bounded. Using the properties of
consistent norms, we have:

l|E„|| = ||(B/2)" EQII <= ||(B/2)"|| II EQII = ||(B/2)||" II EQH .

Obviously, If IIBII < 2, then IIEJI ->0 as n -» oo. in particular. If we
choose the euclldean norm of E, the corresponding norm of B Is the
spectral norm. Since B Is symmetric. Its spectral norm Is equal to
Its spectral radius. I.e.,

IIBII = p(B) = MaxIX^I

4-71

where
A^ are the eigenvalues of B.

Based on the above discussions, we obtain the following
conclusion that for a symmethcal B, the difference scheme Is stable
If

Ill
MaxlA^I <2 ,
I.e.,
-2 < Max A^ <2 .

4-72

Using the well-known formula, the eigenvalue of B Is

X^ = 2 - 28 + 28 cos (1 ti/n+1)

4-73

where
1 = 1,2,3

n.

Since
-1< cos (1 ti/n+1)<1.

Therefore

2-48 = 2-48 < X^ < 2-28+28 =2 .

4-74

Combining Eq. 4-72 and Eq. 4-74 gives:

2-48 >= -2,

I.e.,
8<=1.

4-75
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Recalling

9.^^^^^^

c

V^At

^"

So

-VT-

T"
AX2

'

,

<•

AX

I.e.,
.,
AX
At<-—-

.

4-76

It can be concluded now that to gain an accurate and reliable
solution by the difference scheme used In this study, Eq. 4-76 must
be satisfied for the basic equations of each section.
«
'

*

*

•

%

c

CHAPTER V
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL

A computer program Is whtten In Quick Basic language to solve
the equations of the numehcal model.
The program Is functionally divided Into the following five
subroutines:
1). Data Input.
2). Time step choice.
3). Restriction pehod computation.
4). Free contraction period computation.
5). Impact pehod computation.
The flow chart of the program Is shown In Fig. 5-1.
Data Input subrputlne. The Input data are divided Into four
categories:
1). The jarring string configuration data, which Include the
length and the cross-sectional area of each pipe
section.
2). The tool data, which consist of the jar data and the
Intenslfler data, such as the sphng constant, the
resthctlon coefficient, the free stroke and the
resthctlon stroke.
113
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Fig. 5-1
Flow Chart of Computer Program
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Fig. 5-1 (Continued)
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3). The ghd data, which Is concerned with the block
numbers for each pipe section.
4). Others, such as the lift velocity of the hg, the effective
mud fhctlon factors for each pipe sections.
Time step choice

As mentioned In Chapter IV, the stable

chteha are

At <= Ax^/a .

Since the Ax for each section are not necessary Identical, to
ensure that all the equations are stable, we must use the minimal AX
to determine the At. Therefore, In this subroutine, a loop Is set up
to compare all AX, and then use the minimum AX to calculate At.
Resthctlon oehod calculation subroutine. In this subroutine,
the displacements and speeds for all the points duhng the resthctlon
pehod will be calculated. A condition Is set up to check whether the
difference between the knocker displacement and the Impact
shoulder displacement Is equal to the restriction stroke. If It Is, the
final displacements and speeds for all points will be phnted out, so
Is the "overpull" force. In the same time, a message will be shown on
the screen to ask the user whether he Is satisfied with the
calculated results. If the answer Is "yes," a data file will be opened
to store the calculation results and the program will automatically
get Into the next subroutine. Otherwise, It will ask the user to Input
new data.

3>

lie
Free contraction oehpd calculatlan. In this subroutine, data
will be Input from the data file built In the previous subroutine, and
then use those data as the Initial values to calculate the
displacements and speeds for the free contraction pehod. When the
free stroke length Is reached, the speeds of the knocker and the
Impact shoulder will be printed.
Impact period calculation. The Impact force at the stuck point
will be calculated and phnted out by this subroutine. For each time
step, the Impact force will be checked to see whether It exceeds the
stuck force. If It does, the displacement at the stuck point will be
calculated and phnted.
After all the calculations are finished, there will be a message
shown on the screen which Inquires the user to make a choice—end
the program or begin another run.

CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE CALCULATION RESULTS
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The numehcal model and the computer program developed In this
work was used to simulate the transient dynamic behavior of the
jarhng process for the three functionally distinct pehods: the
resthctlon pehod, the free contraction pehod and the Impact pehod.
The Input data, unless specifically specified elsewhere, are taken
from the following list:

OD, = 11.43

OD2 = 12.065

OD3 = 12.065

ID^ = 9.718

ID2 = 5.06

ID3 = 5.06

L^ = 1000

L2 = 200

LjslOO

f, =2

f2 = 3.5

f3=3.5

V=10

fL = 25000

kk=1500

Size (I.e., nominal O.D.) of the jar = 4 1/4"
Length of the jar resthctlon stroke = 15 cm
Length of the jar free contraction stroke = 25 cm
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where
OD^, 0D2, OD3: Outside diameters of the dhllpipe, the
collar and the stuck pipe, respectively (cm).
ID|, ID2, ID3: Inside diameters of the dhllpipe, the collar
and the stuck pipe, respectively (cm).
L|, L2, L3: Length of the dhllpipe, the collar and the stuck
pipe, respectively (m).
U* h* ^3' Effective mud fhctlon factors of the dhllpipe,
the collar and the stuck pipe, respectively.
(kg sec/cm).
V: Lifting speed of the hg (cm/sec.)
f^: Resthctlon coefficient of the jar piston (kg sec/cm).
kk: Sphng constant of the Intenslfler (kg/cm).
Some Interesting results obtained In each of the three
functional pehods are presented and discussed In the following
sections.

Resthctlon Pehod
Displacement.

The calculated displacement versus time

histories of the knocker and the Impact shoulder are presented In Fig.
6-1. At t=0, both displacements are zero. For t > 0, they are pulled
upward at quite different speeds by the overpull force. The difference
between the knocker displacement and the Impact shoulder
displacement Is shown In Fig. 6-2. As this displacement difference
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Displacement Time History of Knocker
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reaches the predetermined resthctlon stroke length, the resthctlon
period ends and the free contraction pehod starts.
Overpull force.

The overpull force Is a complex function of

several vahables, such as the lift speed of the hg, the effective
fhctlon factors, the sphng constant of the Intenslfler, the
resthctlon coefficient of the jar, the configuration of the working
sthng, etc. Since the overpull force Is one of the key pehormance
parameters of a jarring sthng design. Its dependence on the above
mentioned vahables has been extensively Investigated and the results
are graphically presented In Figs. 6-3 to 6-7.
As expected. Figs. 6-3,6-4 and 6-6 show that the overpull force
can be Increased by Increasing the resthctlon coefficient of the jar,
the spring constant of the Intenslfler, and the lifting speed of the hg.
The effects of the resthctlon coefficient and the lifting speed are
very significant and appear to be almost linear, while the effect of
the sphng constant Is less significant and appears to be leveling off
when the overpull force exceeds 54 tons. Figures 6-5 and 6-7 also
Indicate that, as can be expected, the overpull force Is decreased
when the dhllpipe length or the stuck fish length are Increased.
Based on these observations. It Is clear that when a higher overpull
force Is desired In a particular fishing job, the resthctlon coefficient
and/or the lifting speed should be Increased; or the length of the
stuck fish should be shortened by cutting off above the stuck point or
by other means.
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Free Contraction Pehod
Velocity .

The knocker velocity versus time history In the free

contraction pehod Is presented In Fig. 6-8. As mentioned before, the
Initial free contraction speed of on Idealized rod system can be
predicted by the wave theory as follows:

Vck = ^^3

In this specific example, the strain at the knocker at the end of
the resthctlon pehod, c. Is .000253, and the sonic speed y^, Is
528064 cm/sec. Therefore, the predicted Initial speed Is
Vjj|,= 134.06 cm/sec. This agrees reasonably well with the 129.27
cm/sec. calculated In this work using the free boundary condition.
Furthermore, It Is to be expected that the calculated value must be
slightly smaller than the predicted value due to the discontinuity of
the boundary condition.
Also from the wave theory of an Idealized rod system, the
Increase In knocker velocity Is expected to occur after every
At = 2L2/V3 time Interval. In our specific example, L2 = 5012.65 cm
at the beginning of the free contraction pehod, therefore, the
expected time Interval Is At = 0.01899 sec. As shown In Fig. 6-8, the
speed peaks are developed at t= .0225, 0.0451,0.0644. sec. This
larger At value In the calculated result Is to be expected because the
actual boundary condition Is not exactly a free boundary but Is
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attached to an Intenslfler which tends to Increase the pehod. The
knocker speed, shown In Fig. 6-8, vahes In a pehodlcal fashion with
the peak values Increasing In the first three cycles and then
decreasing In the remaining cycles. The reason for the speed
decreasing Is due to the fhctlonal damping effect as well as the
energy transmission to the dhllpipe. The Important result Is that Fig.
6-8 cleahy demonstrated the existence of an optimal pre-lmpact
knocker speed. This optimal knocker speed has a significant practical
value since It can be used to deliver the highest Impact force to the
stuck fish.
Figure 6-9 shows that the Impact shoulder speed continues to
alternate between -Vcs and +Vcs with a gradually decreased
amplitude, Vcs Is the Initial free contraction speed of the stuck pipe.
As can be expected, when both pre-lmpact speeds of the knocker and
the Impact shoulder are opposite In direction, higher Impact force
should be obtained.
Displacement. The displacement versus time histohes for both
the knocker and the Impact shoulder are shown In Fig. 6-10 and 6-11.
Since the knocker speed Increases pehodlcally, the slope of Its
displacement curve also Increases pehodlcally.
The Impact shoulder moves up and down pehodlcally with a
gradually decreasing amplitude due to the damping effect.
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Fig. 6-9
Impact Shoulder Speed In
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Fig. 6-10
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Free Contraction
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Fig. 6-11
Impact Shoulder Displacement
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Impact Pehod
Impact force. The Impact force versus time history at the stuck
point Is shown In Fig. 6-12.
As predicted by the wave theory, at t = L3/a, the arhval of the
Impact tensile wave from the Impact shoulder will generate the "first
Impact peak." Duhng the time Interval L3/V3 < t < (2L2*L3)/Vj, a
"second Impact peak" which Is stronger than the "first Impact peak"
will be generated due to the arhval of the residual tensile wave from
the drill collar. It Is Important to observe that the maximum Impact
force Is around 230000 kg which Is four times higher than the Initial
overpull force of 50000 kg.
Calculation results Indicate that the the maximum Impact force
Is dominated mainly by the free stroke, the overpull force and the
string configuration.
Displacement at stuck point. This Is a very practical chteha
for measuhng the jarhng effectiveness.
As shown In Fig. 6-13, the displacement at the stuck point
Increases as the overpull force Increases and as the free stroke
length Increases.
Figure 6-14 also shows the existence of an optimal free stroke
length. For practical application, a high overpull force and an optical
free stroke length should be used to maximize the displacement at the
stuck point.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION

A finite-difference simulation model of the jarhng process and
the associated computer programs have been developed and presented
here.
In this study, the jarhng sthng Is Idealized as an
one-dimensional, plecewlse constant cross-sectional area elastic
medium with high length-to-diameter ratio and the jarring process Is
treated as a longitudinal vibration process of an elastic rod system.
The entire jarring process Is functionally divided Into three
sub-processes, each with different Initial conditions and (or)
boundary conditions. The transient dynamic analyses are pehormed
sequentially In each sub-process.
It Is the first time to the author's knowledge that the resthctlon
pehod dynamic model has been developed by using hydraulic control
theory. Several Important parameters which affect the overpull force
and the Important force have been Investigated.
Based on this study, the following conclusions can be obtained:
1. The knocker speed versus time history duhng the free
contraction period obtained by this model agrees reasonably well
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With the theoretical predictions. The knocker speed vahes In a
pehodlcal fashion with the peak values Increasing In the first three
cycles and then decreasing In the remaining cycles. This cleahy
demonstrated the existence of optimum pre-lmpact velocity and
hence the optimum free stroke length.
2. The optimum free stroke length Is a function of the working
sthng configuration, the overpull force and the sticking force.
Approphate choice of the free stroke length can significantly
Improve the jarring effectiveness.
3. With suitable operation and proper sthng arrangement, the
"peak Impact force" can be four times higher than the Initial overpull
force.
4. To avoid the undesirable Interference from the reflection wave
of the dhllpipe, the dhllpipe length L^ should be larger than 7L2,
where L2 Is the length of the collar.
5. The overpull force Is dominated by several parameters and can
be Increased by adjusting these parameters. Included In these
adjustable parameters are the lifting speed, the resthctlon
coefficient, the fish height and the dhllpipe length.
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5 REM THIS IS THE COMPUTER MODEL FOR JARRING PROCESS
^ REM DATA INPUT SUBTOUTINE
10 INPUT "LENGTH OF THE DRILLPIPE"; 11
20 INPUT "LENGTH OF THE COLLAR"; 12
30 INPUT "LENGTH OF THE STUCK PIPE"; 13
40 INPUT "OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF DRILLPIPE"; ORl
50 INPUT "INSIDE DIAMETER OF DRILLPIPE"; IRl
60 INPUT "0U3IDE DIAMETER OF COLLAR"; 0R2
70 INPUT "INSIDE DIAMETER OF COLLAR"; IR2
80 INPUT "OUTSIDE DIAMETER OF STUCK PIPE"; 0R3
90 INPUT "INSIDE DIAMETER OF STUCK PIPE»;'lR3
100 INPUT "GRID NUMBER FOR THE DRILLPIPE"; n
110 INPUT "GRID NUMBER FOR THE COLLAR"; n2
115 INPUT "GRID NUMBER FOR THE STUCK PIPE"; n3
120 INPUT "FRICTION FACTOR FOR THE DRILLPIPE"; CI
130 INPUT "FRICTION FACTOR FOR THE COLLAR"; C2
140 INPUT "FRICTION FACTOE FOR THE STUCK PIPE"; C3
150 INPUT "THE LIFT SPEED OF RIG"; v
160 INPUT "EFFECTIVE RESTRICTION COEFFICIENT"; KAS
170 INPUT "THE RESTRICTION STROKE"; SI
200 INPUT "THE FREE STROKE"; HNM
205 INPUT "THE SPRING CONSTANT OF INTENSIFIER"; kk
A = 512064!: E = 2.1 « 10 '^ 6: DE = .00785 / 980: M = n + n2 + n3
206 DIM u(200, 4), U2(200, 4), v(200), 03(300, 10), UN(300, 10), UC(300, 10)
210 A = 512064!: E = 2.1 # 10 '^ 6: DE = .00785 / 980: M = n + n2 + n3
DIM VN(200, 4), VC(200, 4), FF(200, FM(200)), UM{200), VC(M + 1, 10)
DIM VN(M + 1, 10)
220 xb = 11 / n: XB2 = 12 / (n2 - 1): XB3 = 13 / (n3 - 1): o = n + n2
2*30 REM TIME STEP CHOICE SUBROUTINE
240 xl = xb: X2 = XB2: X3 = XB3
245 IF xl > X2 THEN SWAP xl, X2
247 IF xl > X3 THEN SWAP xl, X3
250 aal = (3.1415926* / 4) » (ORl ^ 2 - IRl ^ 2)
AA2 = (3.1415926* / 4) # (0R2 ^ 2 - IR2 ^ 2)
251 aa3 = (3.1415926* / 4) • (0R3 -" 2 - IRS ^ 2): kt = aal / AA2
TB = xl « kt '^ .5 / A
252 TM = INT(TT / TB)
253 kl = kt » (xl / xb) ^ 2 : k2 = kt * (xl / XB2) -" 2
k3 = kt • (xl / XB3) "^ 2: LPRINT kl, k2, k3
320 REM SUBROUTINE OF THE RESTRICTION PERIOD CALCULATION
330 FOR i = 0 TO M
340 u(i, 0) = 0: u(i, 1) = 0
350 NEXT i
360 W = 1
370 u(0, 1) = W * V • TB
380 FOR i = 1 TO n - 1
390 u(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + CI * TB / 2)) * (kl * u(i - 1, 1)
+ u(i, 1) • (2 - 2 • kl) + kl * u(i + 1, 1) - u(i. 0) • (1 - CI # TB / 2))
400 NEXT i
412 KMl = (kk * TB * TB) / (DE • xb • aal)
KM2 = (kk # TB # TB) / (DE * XB2 * AA2)
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460 u(n, 2) = (1 / (1 + CI • TB / 2)) • (u(n, 0) • (-1 + CI » TB / 2)
+ u(n, 1) » (2 - 2 • kl - 2 » KMl) + u(n - 1, 1) * 2 * kl + u(n + 1, 1) • 2 • KMl)
470 u(n + 1, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 * TB / 2)) * (u(n + 1, 0) * (-1 + C2 • TB / 2)
+ u(n + 1, 1) » (2 - 2 * KM2 - 2 * k2) + u(n, 1) » 2 * KM2 + u(n + 2, 1) • 2 • k2)
475 0 = n + n2
480 FOR i = n + 2 TO 0 - 1
490 u(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 # TB / 2)) • (k2 » u(i - 1, 1)
+ u(i, 1) » (-2 * k2 + 2) + k2 • u(i + 1, 1) - u(i, 0) • (1 - C2 * TB / 2))
495 NEXT i "
500 MM = (2 * KAS * TB) / (2 » DE * XB3): Ar = (aa3 * XB3) / (AA2 * XB2)
504 MC = MM / (1 + C2 * TB / 2)
505 MMl = aa3 + MM + (aa3 » C3 • TB / 2) + MC * Ar » (1 + C3 • TB / 2)
506 MM2 = 1 / MMl
507 MM3 = -aa3 + MM + (aa3 • C3 * TB / 2) + MC * AP • (-1 + C3 • TB / 2)
508 MM4 = 2 • aa3 + MC • Ar • (2 - 2 * k3) - aa3 » 2 • k3
509 MM5 = -MM + MC • (-1 + C2 « TB / 2)
510 MM6 = MC # (2 - 2 • k2): MM8 = 2 • k2 • MC
512 MM9 = MC * AP * 2 • k3 + aa3 * 2 » k3
518 u(o + 1, 2) = MM2 * (u(o + 1, 0) * MM3 + u(o + 1, 1) • MM4
+ u(o, 0) « MM5 + u(o, 1) * MM6 + u(o - 1, 1) * MM8 + u(o + 2, 1) • MM9)
520 W = W + 1
525 NNl = 1 / (1 + C2 * TB / 2)
527 NN2 = AP * (-1 - C3 * TB / 2): NN3 = (-1 + C2 » TB / 2)
530 NN4 = 2 - 2 » k2: NN5 = AP • (-1 + C3 * TB / 2)
532 NN6 = AP • (2 - 2 « k3): NN7 = AP * 2 * k3
535 u(o, 2) = NNl # (u(o + 1, 2) * NN2 + u(o, 0) * NN3+u(o, 1)
• NN4 + ij(o + 1, 0) * NN5 + u(o + 1, 1) * NN6
+ u(o - 1, 1) * 2 » k2 + u(o + 2, 1) # NN7)
538 FOR i = 0 + 2 TO M - 1
540 u(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + C3 * TB / 2)) * (k3 * u(i - 1, 1)
+ u(i, 1) * (-2 » k3 + 2) + k3 • u(i + 1, 1) - u(i, 0) * (1 - C3 • TB / 2))
542 NEXT i
544 ij(M, 2) = 0: u(0, 2) = W * v * TB
550 TTT = W » TB
555 FF = E * aal « (u(0, 2) - u(l, 2)) / xb
560 IF u(o, 2) - u(o + I, 2) >= SI THEN 600
570 FOR i = 0 TO M
580 ij(i, 0) = u(i, 1): u(i, 1) = u(i, 2)
590 NEXT i
600 OPEN "c:jSECl" FOR APPEND AS *1
610 FOR i = 0 TO M
620 PRINT *1, u(i, 2)
630 NEXT i
640 CLOSE «1
650 REM PRINT THE RESULTS
660 LPRINT "
the calculation pesults"
670 LPRINT "
"
680 LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT
690 LPRINT "GRID NO.", "DISP"
700 LPRINT "
"
710 FOR i = 0 TO M
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712 LPRINT i, u(i, 2)
713 NEXT i
720 LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT "OVERPULL FORCE="; FF
780 LPRINT "OP3="; 0R3; "ip3="; IR3; "OP2="; 0R2; "ip2"; IR2; "ka5='; KAS
7£5 LPRINT "Ll="; 11; "L2="; 12; "L3="; 13; "Sl="; SI
786 LPRINT "01="; CI; "C2="; C2; "C3="; C3; "V="; V; "HNM="; HNM; "KK="; kk
800 INPUT "fipst calculation has been finished,do you need second calculation"; YY$
810 IF YY$ = "Y" OR YY$ = "y" THEN GOTO 830
820 GOTO 5
830 REM SUBTOUTINE OF THE FREE CONTRACTIONtPERION CALCULATION
840 OPEN "i", «1, "C:jsecr
850 FOR i = 0 TO M
860 INPUT *1, u(i, 2)
880 NEXT i
890 CLOSE 11
900 FOR i = 0 TO 0
910 U2(i, 0) = u(0, 2) - u(i, 2)
930 NEXT i
940 FOR i = 1 TO 0
950 U2(i, 1) = U2(i, 0)
960 NEXT i
970 UUN = U2(o, 0)
980 FOR i = 0 + 1 TO M
990 U3(i, 0) = u(i, 2): U3(i, 1) = U3(i, 0)
1000 PRINT U3(i, 0)
1010 NEXT i
1020 UUM = U3(o + 1, 0)
1030 NUM = 0
1040 U3(M, 2) = O: U3(M, 1) = 0: U3(M, 0) = 0
1050 U2(0, 0) = O: U2(0, 1) = 0: U2(0, 2) = 0
1070 FOR i = 0 - 1 TO n + 2 STEP -1
1030 U2(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 * TB / 2)) * (k2 * U2(i - 1, 1)
+ U2(i, 1) * (-2 * k2 + 2) + k2 * U2(i + 1, 1)
- U2(i, 0) * (1 - C2 » TB / 2))
1090 NEXT i
1110 FOR i = 0 + 2 TO M - 1
1120 U3(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + C3 * TB / 2)) * (k3 » U3(i - 1, 1)
+ U3(i, 1) * (-2 » k3 + 2) + k3 * U3(i + 1, 1)
- U3(i, 0) # (1 - C3 * TB / 2))
1130 NEXT i
1135 KKG = (2 * kk * (TB ^ 2)) / DE: KKl = KKG / (aal * xb)
KK2 = KKG / (AA2 * XB2)
1160 U2(n, 2) = (1 / (1 + CI * TB / 2)) « (2 * kl * U2(n - I, 1)
+ U2(n, 1) • (-2 * kl - KKl + 2) + KKl * U2(n + 1, 1)
- U2(ni 0) « (1 - CI « TB / 2))
1162 U2(n + 1, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 » TB / 2)) • (2 • k2 • U2(n + 2, 1)
+ U2(n + 1 , 1) * (-2 » k2 - KK2 + 2) + KK2 « U2(n, 1)
- U2(n + r, 0) * (1 - C2 * TB / 2))
1170 FOR i = n - 1 TO 1 STEP -1
1180 U2(i, 2) = (I / (1 + CI • TB / 2)) • (kl * U2(i - 1, 1)
+ U2(i, 1) * (2 - 2 # kl) + kl * U2(i + 1, 1)
- U2(i, 0) • (1 - CI * TB / 2))
1190 NEXT i
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1191 U2(o, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 * TB / 2)) • (U2(o, 0) # (-1 + C2 • TB / 2)
+ U2(o, 1) • (2 - 2 * k2) + U2(o - 1, 1) • 2 # k2)
1192 U3(o + 1, 2) = (1 / (1 + C3 * TB / 2)) • (U3(o + 1, 0)
* (-1 + C3 » TB / 2) + U3(o + 1 , 1) * (2 - 2 « k3)'
+ U3(o + 2, 1) * 2 * k3)
1195 U3(M, 2) = 0: U2(0, 2) = 0
1200 NUM = NUM + 1
1210 FOR i = 0 TO 0
1220 v(i) = (U2(i, 2) - U2(i, D ) / TB
1230 NEXT i
1240 FOR i = 0 + 1 TO M
1250 v(i) = (U3(i, 2) - U3(i, D ) / TB
1260 NEXT i
1270 GOTO 1370
1280 LW = UUN - U2(o, 2): UM = UUM - U3(o + 1, 2)
1290 UNM = UN + UM
1300 IF UNM >= HNM THEN 1430
1310 FOR i = 0 TO M
1315 IF i >= 0 + 1 THEN 1336
1330 U2(i, 0) = U2(i, 1): U2(i, 1) = U2(i, 2): GOTO 1340
1336 U3(i, 0) = U3(i, 1): U3(i, 1) = U3(i, 2)
1340 NEXT i
1350 GOTO 1070
1370 FOR j = 0 TO H
1375 IF j >= 0 + 1 THEN 1385
1380 PRINT "U2(J, 2)="; U2(j, 2), "V(J)"; v(j): GOTO 1390
1385 PRINT "U3(J, 2)="; U3(j, 2), "V(J)"; v(j)
1390 LPRINT "U2-; U2(o, 2); "V(0)"; v(o); "U3"; U3(o + 1, 2)
LPRINT "V(0+1)"; v(o + 1)
1410 GOTO 1280
1430 LPRINT "
THE CALCULATION RESULTS"
1440 LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT
1450 LPRINT "GRID NUM", "DISP", "VELO"
1460 LPRINT " * # * * • * • » • # » * * * • # # * * • * • • • • » # • # » * • "
1470 FOR i = 0 TO M
1480 LPRINT i, U2(i, 2), v(i)
1520 NEXT i
1600 REM SUBROUTINE OF THE IMPACT PERIOD CALCULATION
1605 PRINT " DO TOU WANT TO CALCULATE THE IMPACT FORCE"
1607 PRINT " OR PLACEMENT AT STUCK POINT (F OR D)": INPUT ; FD$
IF FD$ = "D" OR FD$ = "d" THEN 1610
FS = 500000: GOTO 1615
1610 INPUT "THE STICKING FORCE"; FS
1615 FOR i = 0 TO M
1616 IF i >= 0 + 1 THEN 1623
1620 UC(i, 0) = U2(i, 2): GOTO 1625
1623 UC(i, 0) = U3(i, 2)
1625 VC(i, 0) = v(i)
1630 NEXT i
1650 FOR i = 0 TO 0 - 1

1660 UC(i, 1) = UC(i, 0) + TB » VC(i, 0)
1670 NEXT i
1680 FOR i = 0 + 2 TO M
1690 UC(i, 1) = UC(i, 0) + TB « VC(i, 0)
1700 NEXT i
1740 VC(o, 0) = (v(o) - v(o + D ) / 2
1750 UC(o, 1) = UC(o, 0) + TB • VC(o, 0)
1760 UC(o + 1, 1) = UC(o + 1, 0) + (UC(o, 0) - UC(o, D )
1800 WC = 0
2000 FOR i = 1 TO n - 1
2010 UC(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + CI * TB / 2)) * (kl » UC(i - 1, 1)
+ UC(i, 1) » (2 - 2 • kl) + kl » UC(i + 1, 1)
- UC(i, 0) * (1 - CI * TB / 2))
2020 NEXT i
•2025 RR = aa3 * XB3 + AA2 * XB2
K4 = (A '^ 2) » 2 • AA2 t ((TB) '^ 2) / (RR * XB2)
K5 = (A ^ 2) • 2 « aa3 * ((TB) ^ 2) / (XB3 * RR)
2030 C4 = (C3 • XB3 » aa3 + C2 » XB2 * AA2) / RR
2040 UC(n, 2) = (1 / (1 + CI * TB / 2)) * (2 * kl • UC(n - 1, 1)
+ UC(n, 1) • (-KK1 - 2 * kl + 2) + KKl • UC(n + 1, 1)
- UC(n, 0) # (1 - CI * TB / 2))
2050 UC(o, 2) = (1 / (1 + C4 * TB / 2)) * (UC(o, 0) • (-1 + C4 • TB / 2)
+ UC(o, 1) » (2 - K4) + llC(o - 1, 1) * K4
+ IX(o + 1, 1) • K5 - UC(o + 2, 1) * K5)
2060 UC(o + 1, 2) = UC(o + 1, 1) - (UC(o, 2) - UC(o, D )
2070 UC(n + 1, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 • TB / 2)) • (2 • k2 * UC(n + 2, 1)
+ UC(n + 1, 1) * (-KK2 - 2 * k 2 + 2 ) + K K 2 * UC(n, 1)
- UC(n + 1, 0) * (1 - C2 * TB / 2))
2100 FOR i = n + 2 TO 0 - 1
2110 UC(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + C2 • TB / 2)) * (k2 * UC(i - 1, 1)
+ UC(i, 1) » (-2 * k2 + 2) + k2 * UC(i + 1, 1)
- UC(i, 0) • (1 - C2 • TB / 2))
2111 NEXT i
UC(M + 1, 1) = UC(M - 1, 1) - 2 • FS / (E « aa3)
2112 FOR i = 0 + 2 TO M
2114 UC(i, 2) = (1 / (1 + C3 * TB / 2 ^ W (k3 * UC(i - 1, 1)
+ UC(i, 1) * (-2 • kC ^ ?) + k3 * UC(i + 1, 1)
- UC(i, 0) * '1 - C3 « TB / 2))
2116 NLAT '

l-^ = WC + 1
IF UC(M, 2) <= UC(M, 1) THEN 2220
F(WC) = 0 : GOTO 2230
2220 UC(H, 2) = UC(M, 1)
2225 F(WC) = (UC(M - 1, 2) - UC(M, 2)) * E » aa3 / (XB3)
2230 UC(0, 2) = O: UM(WC) = UC(M, 2)
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2262 FOR i = 0 TO M
2294 UC(i, 0) = UC(i, 1): UC(i, 1) = UC(i, 2)
2296 NEXT i
IF FD$ = "D" OR FD$ = "d" THEN 2310
2305 LPRINT "f("; WC; ")="; F(WC)
2310 IF WC * TB < (2 « 12 + 13) / A THEN 2000
IF UM(WC) = 0 THEN 2400
LPRINT "DISPLACEMENT AT STUCK POINT"; UM(WC)
2400 INPUT "all the calculations have been finished, do you need anothep one"; HH$
2410 IF HH$ = "y" OR HH$ = "Y" THEN 5
2420 END
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